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Abstract

The atmospheric plasma spray (APS) process is a versatile coating technology used for thermal insulation, wear and corrosion protection, and repair of industrial gas turbines. APS is the most flexible thermal spray process rendering it capable of depositing coatings from a wide variety of powder stocks onto complex part geometries. The APS process generates a high-temperature plasma plume after pressurized gasses flow through a high-amperage arc sustained between an electrode and a nozzle inside a water-cooled torch. Powder stock is then injected into the plasma plume which melts, sprays, and deposits micron sized droplets to form coatings.

The challenges associated with the variability of APS coatings, number or process parameters, instability of the high-amperage arc, and degradation of torch components has driven the thermal spray industry to advance APS technology by utilizing feedback control loops. The research presented targets sensor technologies, off-line robotic programming, and automation of data collection and analyses for improved process control and repeatability of APS coatings for gas turbine engines in the aerospace industry. Sensor technologies currently being investigated include optical and thermal vision systems, acoustic monitoring, and run-to-run coating thickness measurements. Statistical analysis and modeling of intrinsic coating properties (hardness, porosity, thickness, etc) with inputs provided by advanced sensor technologies show promising control strategies. Implementation of control strategies has issued the challenge of adapting existing APS hardware and these new sensors to a network based (internet of things) communication protocol so real-time analyses can be performed on a centralized database.
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